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Abstract
In this paper, we argue that there is a need for an
event-based middleware to build large-scale distributed systems. Existing publish/subscribe systems still have limitations compared to invocation-based middlewares. We introduce Hermes, a novel event-based distributed middleware architecture that follows a type- and attribute-based
publish/subscribe model. It centres around the notion of
an event type and supports features commonly known from
object-oriented languages like type hierarchies and supertype subscriptions. A scalable routing algorithm using an
overlay routing network is presented that avoids global
broadcasts by creating rendezvous nodes. Fault-tolerance
mechanisms that can cope with different kinds of failures
in the middleware are integrated with the routing algorithm
resulting in a scalable and robust system.

1. Introduction
Middleware systems like CORBA or Java RMI have
proven to give a useful abstraction for building complex distributed applications. They provide a common higher-level
interface to the application programmer and hide the complexity of dealing with a variety of underlying platforms and
networks. Today, most middleware systems are invocationbased and thus follow a request/reply paradigm: A client
requests a particular service from a server by either sending
a request message or performing a remote method invocation (RMI) and then receives a reply in return. Although
such a mode of operation works well in a local area network (LAN) context with a moderate number of clients and
servers, it does not scale to large networks like the Internet. The request/reply paradigm only allows a one-to-one
communication model and forces a tight coupling between
the involved parties. Such behaviour is not desirable on the
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Internet because of the large number of potential communication partners, and the dynamic nature of all interactions
with new clients joining the system and servers failing.
A different communication approach for large-scale distributed systems seems necessary. As argued in [14], eventbased, publish/subscribe (pub/sub) systems are a viable new
option. In such a system, events are the basic communication mechanism: First, event subscribers, i.e. clients, express their interest in receiving certain events in the form of
an event subscription. Then, event publishers, i.e. servers,
publish events which will be delivered to all interested event
subscribers. As a result, this model naturally supports a decoupled, many-to-many communication style between publishers and subscribers. A subscriber is usually indifferent
to which particular publishers supply the events that it is interested in. Similarly, a publisher does not need to know
about the set of subscribers that will receive a published
event.
Even though a number of pub/sub systems [8, 4, 23, 12]
have been developed over the past years, we feel that little work has been done to unite the areas of middleware
systems and publish/subscribe communication and to provide, what we call, an event-based middleware. The existing systems often lack traditional middleware functionality like type-checking of invocations, reliability, access
control, transactions etc. They integrate poorly with objectoriented languages like Java or C++ that are used to implement distributed systems on top of a middleware and force
the programmer to deal with low-level event transmission
issues. The application examples for current pub/sub systems are often very restricted, such as instant-messaging
and stock quote dissemination. This reflects that these systems are not intended as general middleware platforms. Our
work focuses on providing a scalable event-based middleware that is powerful enough to be the building layer for
any distributed application that would traditionally be implemented with an invocation-based middleware. We envision a world with large-scale e-commerce and business applications with thousands of components operating over the

Internet in a highly heterogeneous environment. The eventbased publish/subscribe paradigm is a good choice for realising such applications when used in connection with a
middleware layer.
This paper presents our idea of an event-based middleware by specifying requirements (Section 2) and describing the design of Hermes (Section 3), an event-based middleware being developed in our research group. We show
how overlay networks are a useful abstraction (Section 3.1)
and introduce the notion of type- and attribute-based publish/subscribe (Section 3.2) to bridge the semantic gap between events and programming language types without sacrificing the benefits of the pub/sub model. A type- and
attribute-based routing algorithm that is built on top of a
peer-to-peer overlay routing network is presented in Section 4. We claim that this approach is more scalable and
fault-tolerant than existing systems as it does not rely on
any global broadcast operations. Then, a novel mechanism
for dealing with communication and node failures within
the event-based middleware is shown (Section 4.3), thus resulting in a fault-tolerant system. The paper finishes with an
overview of related work (Section 5) and a conclusion with
an outline of future work (Section 6).

2. Requirements
In general, the goal of an event-based middleware is to
support the implementation of large-scale distributed applications. This means that its requirements closely reflect the
desired functionality of a modern middleware system. The
event-based communication style provides different techniques to realise these requirements that must be taken into
account at any design stage. In this section, we list some
important middleware features, motivate them and explain
how they can be achieved in a system in which events are the
principal communication paradigm. Although requirements
like scalability and expressiveness are addressed by existing
pub/sub systems [7], traditional middleware features like interoperability, reliability and usability are largely ignored.
Scalability: A scalable middleware must be able to support a large number of clients and servers; this is a crucial
requirement for Internet-scale distributed applications. A
system is only truly scalable if all its components are, so
that several aspects can be identified to ensure the scalability of an event-based middleware: First, the implementation of the middleware (e.g. matching events with subscriptions) has to be distributed itself because any centralised
component or service can become a bottleneck. Second,
no global state is to be kept by all middleware components, which means that any decision made by a component (e.g. for event routing) has to rely on a local view of
the world only. Finally, resources like network bandwidth
and memory must be consumed efficiently. For example,

events should only be sent over the network if a subscriber
is interested in them.
Interoperability: The whole idea of a middleware is
to facilitate interoperability between heterogeneous components over a network. As a result, an event-based middleware should be language- and platform-independent and
not rely on any particular support by the underlying network like e.g. IP multicast. It should be able to operate in a
dynamic environment where components of the distributed
system are implemented on a variety of fixed and mobile devices that join and leave the system at run-time. The event
model should not be tied down to any particular language.
Reliability: Different clients of the event-based middleware will have different requirements regarding reliability
and quality of service (QoS) guarantees given by the middleware. A range of operation modes from “best-effort” to
“guaranteed and timely” event delivery must be supported.
Fault-tolerance mechanisms have to be part of the middleware design so that isolated network or component failures
do not affect the entire system. Techniques such as persistent events and replication help to achieve a more robust
middleware implementation.
Expressiveness: Distributed applications benefit from
an expressive model for specifying events and subscriptions. Subscriptions based on event data (content-based filtering) provide a fine-grained mechanism for subscribers to
express their information need. Similarly, composite event
expressions that detect patterns of events give an intuitive
and powerful higher-level abstraction to subscribers.
Usability: It is important that the abstraction given by
the middleware integrates cleanly with the application programming language so that it is easy to use. This linguistic
support involves an intuitive mapping between events and
programming language objects, support for static and dynamic type checking of subscriptions and publications, and
the hiding of middleware implementation issues like internal event formats. Tools for constructing complex composite event expressions and querying event type repositories
further aid the development process.

3. Design of an Event-Based Middleware
This section presents Hermes, a distributed event-based
middleware architecture, and explains its design and the
features that make it different from existing pub/sub systems. Figure 1 illustrates a distributed system implemented
on top of Hermes. It consists of two components, event
clients and event brokers. Event clients can be event publishers or event subscribers and use the services provided
by the middleware to communicate using events. The event
brokers represent the actual middleware and provide a distributed implementation of the functionality required by the
event clients.

Figure 1. An Application built with Hermes
Since the entire functionality of the middleware is provided by the brokers, event clients are light-weight components, which can easily be implemented in any application
programming language. They connect to an event broker
before they use the middleware service. The main task of
the event brokers is to accept subscriptions from event subscribers and then deliver events from publishers to all interested subscribers. Brokers are interconnected with each
other in an arbitrary topology and use message-passing to
communicate with their neighbours. Published events are
translated into messages which are then routed through the
network of brokers depending on their content and the existing subscriptions [9]. Because of scalability, subscriptions
are pushed towards the publishers in the network so that filtering happens as close to the event publisher as possible
(source-side filtering).
In any distributed pub/sub system, an event dissemination tree must be dynamically constructed so that events can
be routed from publishers to all interested subscribers. An
open research question is how this tree is built and where
state is kept in the network. Usually, some form of advertisement mechanism helps the routing process: Before an
event publisher is allowed to publish an event, it has to advertise its presence to the system by sending an advertisement message. Then, in connection with existing subscriptions, a dissemination tree is created and future published
events can follow the paths set up by the tree. Hermes proposes a novel approach to create a tree by employing an
overlay routing network that manages rendezvous nodes for
advertisements and subscriptions in the network.

3.1. Overlay Routing Networks
An overlay routing network is a logical application-level
network that is built on top of a general network layer like
IP unicast. The nodes that are part of the overlay network
can route messages between each other through the overlay
network. There is an overhead associated with using a logical network for routing, as the logical topology does not
necessarily mirror the physical topology. However, more

sophisticated routing algorithms can be used and deployed
since routing is implemented at the application level. A
number of scalable overlay routing infrastructures were developed [21, 26], that provide higher-level services than IPlevel routing, such as multicast, fault-tolerance, locationindependence, and anonymity.
Since a network of event brokers behaves like an overlay
network for content-based event dissemination, it is natural to use the abstraction of an overlay network layer for
building an event-based middleware. Such a network can
then dynamically adapt its topology during the lifetime of
the system. In Hermes, the event brokers form the nodes
of an overlay routing network that is similar to Pastry [21].
Each node has a unique random numerical identifier associated with it. The main abstraction provided by the overlay
routing layer is a
route (message, destination id)
function that allows a broker to send a message to another broker with a particular id which is then routed via
the overlay network. If a node with this identifier does not
exist, the message is delivered to the node with the numerically closest id.
Using an overlay network has several advantages: First,
the fault-tolerance mechanisms provided by the overlay network are used to manage the logical network of brokers.
Link and node failures are dealt with transparently by the
overlay network. Second, the connection and disconnection
of brokers to/from the network is handled by the overlay
layer. Finally, the overlay routing operation allows brokers
to find rendezvous points for building event dissemination
trees, as explained in the next paragraph.
As mentioned before, advertisements are generated by
event publishers to create an event dissemination tree. Subscriptions need to be joined with advertisements in the network so that routing paths for future notifications are set up.
Different methods have been proposed to do this [8, 4, 12],
but they rely on either broadcasting advertisements or subscriptions through the entire network of brokers. These
global broadcasts are not scalable and will lead to inconsistent system state when network partitions occur. In contrast, Hermes uses rendezvous nodes in the network, which
are special event brokers that are known to both publishers
and subscribers. They function as meeting points for advertisements and subscriptions, similar to cores in Core-Based
Multicast Trees [3]. For each event type, a rendezvous node
exists in the network. To find a particular rendezvous point,
a hash value of the event type name is calculated, and the result is the node id of the rendezvous node. The route function is then used to send an advertisement or subscription to
the rendezvous node. No global knowledge is required. To
prevent rendezvous nodes from being single points of failure, they are replicated throughout the network of brokers
(Section 4.3).

3.2. Type- and Attribute-Based Publish/Subscribe
Traditionally, there has been an impedance mismatch
between programming language objects and events. Most
content-based pub/sub systems view events as untyped collections of attribute/value pairs, but modern programming
languages only support statically or dynamically typed objects. As a result, an event-based middleware should support proper event typing so that events can be treated as firstclass programming language objects [16]. The Cambridge
Event Architecture (CEA) [1, 19] was developed with this
idea in mind, and Hermes follows its approach by associating every event and subscription with an event type that is
type-checked at runtime. The event type contains a number
of data fields (i.e. attributes). We call the underlying model
type- and attribute-based publish/subscribe.
Publish/subscribe systems can be divided into topicbased and content-based systems. Topic-based systems allow the subscriber to specify a topic of interest, but have
the shortcoming that no filtering at a finer granularity can be
made. On the other hand, content-based subscriptions allow
filtering depending on event data, but in a large-scale system, grouping events into related types (i.e. topics) would
help to manage a large number of different events. Therefore, a type- and attribute-based system does a combination of both: first, the event subscriber specifies the event
type (i.e. topic) it is interested in, and then supplies a filter
expression that operates on the attributes provided by this
event type. Since the middleware knows the event type and
its definition, it can type-check events and subscriptions at
runtime, and inform the user about any mismatches. This
helps to build a more robust distributed system, especially
in an environment where event types are evolving.
Each event type is managed by an event broker that functions as the rendezvous node for this type. Event types are
organised into event type hierarchies similar to class hierarchies in an object-oriented language. This means that event
types can be derived from each other using inheritance to
create more specialised types. A subscription that operates
on a parent type will also match all events that are of a descendent type (supertype subscription). However, no global
type hierarchy is enforced so that several independent hierarchies with distinct root types can exist. A single global
hierarchy could not be enforced on an Internet-scale.

3.3. Architecture
The architecture of Hermes follows a layered approach
as shown in Figure 2. The middleware is assumed to be
deployed on an IP unicast network like the Internet. On
top of that, an overlay routing network between the event
brokers is established. This routing network enables the
type-based pub/sub layer to set up rendezvous nodes that

Figure 2. The Layered Architecture of Hermes

manage particular event types. The functionality provided
by this layer is that of a topic-based pub/sub system. Filtering depending on the event data is then implemented by the
type- and attribute-based pub/sub layer. It distributes filter
expressions through the network of event brokers to achieve
source-side filtering on event attributes.
The event-based middleware layer provides the API that
programmers use to implement applications. It allows the
programmer to advertise, subscribe to, or publish events,
to add or remove event types from the system, and it performs type-checking of events and subscriptions. The middleware layer consists of several modules that implement
further middleware functionality such as fault-tolerance, reliable event delivery, event type discovery, security, transactions, mobility support etc.

4. Event Routing Algorithms
The choice of algorithm for event dissemination strongly
determines the overall scalability of an event-based middleware. Hermes uses a scheme that is more scalable than existing approaches because it does not require global broadcasts. We first present the algorithm implemented by the
type-based pub/sub layer which disseminates events solely
based on their type, and then outline the extensions by
the type- and attribute-based pub/sub layer that supports
content-based filtering. Both pub/sub layers exchange four
kinds of messages using the overlay network layer:
Type Messages add new event types to the system and
set up rendezvous nodes for them. A type message contains the definition of an event type which is stored at a
rendezvous node. Published events can be type-checked
against this definition.
Advertisement Messages denote an event publisher’s
capability of publishing a certain event type. They set up
event dissemination paths in the broker network and are
routed towards rendezvous nodes.
Subscription Messages express a subscriber’s interest in
certain events. In connection with advertisements, they cre-

ate paths for events through the network of brokers and are
routed towards rendezvous nodes. They may follow the reverse path of advertisements for filtering, as described later.
Publication Messages carry published events in message form. They are sent by event publishers and follow the
paths created by advertisement and subscription messages.

4.1. Type-Based Routing
The type-based routing algorithm works as follows: Before an event can be published, the corresponding rendezvous node must be set up by routing a type message
to the event broker, whose numerical id is the hash of the
event type name. Figure 3 shows an overlay network with
two subscribers  , two publishers  and six event
brokers,    and  . A rendezvous node  has been set
up by a type message  coming from publisher . Now,
 and can send advertisement messages,   and  ,
to the rendezvous node  . The two subscribers subscribe
to this event type (i.e. topic) by routing two subscription
messages,   and  , to the rendezvous node. Each broker
along the path of an advertisement or subscription message
keeps state about the messages it has forwarded. It stores
the identifiers of the brokers that send or were sent the message. This gives a distributed history of all the message
flows through the network.
Finally, publisher  sends a publication message  
containing an event. The message follows the advertisement
path up to the rendezvous node  . Whenever it reaches a
broker that contains state about a subscription of the same
type, the publication message follows the reverse path [13]
of this subscription and, thus, reaches all subscribers. Publications are not necessarily routed through the rendezvous
node, which could otherwise become a bottleneck. Rendezvous nodes are a way to ensure that advertisement and
subscription messages will meet in the network so that an

Figure 3. The Type-Based Routing Algorithm

event dissemination tree for publications is set up. Note that
other brokers which are not part of the tree are unaffected
by any of the messages.
Similar to the Siena’s coverage relation [8], an event broker only passes on a message if an equivalent or more general message has not already been sent on. For example, the
broker   will only forward the first advertisement message
  and ignore the second one ( ) because it does not convey any new information.

4.2. Type- and Attribute-Based Routing
The type- and attribute-based pub/sub layer extends the
type-based layer by distributing filter expressions through
the network of brokers. Subscribers can now issue subscriptions that filter events depending on the event data (i.e.
the attributes). Figure 4 illustrates how filter expressions
are distributed through the network and create state in event
brokers. A local event matching algorithm [18] can be applied to efficiently match events against filter expressions
held at a single broker.
As in the type-based case, a rendezvous node  is first
created by a type message. After that, the two publishers,
 and , announce their presence by sending advertisement messages. When subscriber   decides to subscribe, it
routes a subscription message   to the rendezvous node  .
Whenever the subscription reaches a node that holds state
about an advertisement for the same event type, the subscription message follows the reverse path of this advertisement. Every broker that forwards a subscription message
stores the filter expression in addition to the state kept for
type-based pub/sub. Event publications (e.g.   ) then follow the reverse path taken by subscriptions. Since filtering
state exists in the brokers along this path, events are filtered
as close to the source as possible. Again, subscriptions only
need to be forwarded by a broker if the new filter expression
is more general than any of the previous subscriptions along
the same path. Therefore, the broker   does not forward
subscription  assuming it is already covered by   . A broker might decide to merge filters [20] in order to reduce the
state kept in the system.
Moreover, the type- and attribute-based pub/sub layer
manages hierarchies of event types. When a new event type
is added to the system, a parent event type can be specified.
The rendezvous node for the parent type is informed and
keeps a reference to all its descendent event types. For supertype subscriptions, a rendezvous node sends every subscription message to the rendezvous nodes of all its descendent types. Figure 5 gives a simple example of a supertype
subscription with a hierarchy of three event types. The subscription for the event type  will result in notifications of
any of the types  !#"  !#" %$ .

Figure 4. The Type- and Attribute-Based Routing Algorithm with Filtering

Figure 5. Supertype Subscription

4.3. Fault-Tolerance
Throughout the entire design, fault-tolerance plays an
important role in a large-scale middleware system as link or
node failures are frequent in wide-area networks with many
nodes. Hermes takes advantage of the fault-tolerance and
repair mechanisms provided by the overlay routing layer.
This enables it to survive multiple link and broker failures
and to adapt its routing state so that it can still deliver events
to subscribers. The entire state in the event brokers is soft
state that has to be refreshed periodically. A heartbeat protocol ensures that the neighbours of an event broker are
reachable and alive. In general, a Hermes middleware has
to handle four different kinds of failure, for which different
techniques are available.
Link Failure: A link failure is a short- or long-term inability of a node to contact one of its logical neighbours.
This could be caused by a failure at the IP routing level.
The overlay routing algorithm will then adapt the logical
topology of the broker network and circumvent the failed
link [22, 26]. This should only affect the event dissemination tree to a limited degree.
Event Broker Failure: A regular heartbeat message is
used to detect failed event brokers in the absence of other
communication. A failed broker can cause a gap in the event

dissemination tree. To heal the tree, the event broker that
detected the failure re-routes the subscriptions and advertisements that previously went via the failed broker to the
rendezvous node. After the overlay network has adapted, a
new path via a different broker is set up while the old path
will expire after some time because of soft state.
Event Client Failure: The failure of an event publisher
or event subscriber is handled entirely by the soft state approach in Hermes. After an event client has failed, it will
stop refreshing its advertisements or subscriptions. Any
routing state in the network will expire after some time.
Rendezvous Node Failure: To prevent rendezvous
nodes from being single points of failure, they are replicated. If an event client does not receive an acknowledgement from a rendezvous node after sending a subscription or advertisement message, it will try contacting another replica. The node id of a replica rendezvous node
is obtained by concatenating a salt value to the event type
name before calculating the hash function [26]. For loadbalancing or latency reasons, an event client can use any of
the replicated rendezvous nodes as its primary contact point.
This is transparently handled by the fault-tolerance module
in the middleware layer.
A challenge is to keep consistency between replicated
rendezvous nodes and to ensure that event dissemination
trees will cover all replicas. The problem is similar to multicast with multiple cores as described in [25]. A subscriber
should be able to contact any of the replicated rendezvous
nodes and still be able to receive events coming from event
publishers attached to a different replica. Four different
techniques can be identified to achieve this, and we are currently working on simulating their respective benefits.
Clients subscribe to all RNs: When a client issues a
subscription, it has to separately send this subscription to
all replicated rendezvous nodes. For a global subscription,
all rendezvous nodes must be contacted. An event publisher
may then advertise to any rendezvous node. This makes
subscriptions more expensive in terms of message counts.
Clients advertise to all RNs: An event publisher advertises its event types to all replicas, and subscribers may
subscribe to any replica. This creates an overhead for every
event publisher in the system.
RNs exchange subscriptions: Event clients only subscribe to a single replica, but this replica then subscribes to
all other ones. In case of network partitions between replicas, the subscriber will potentially not receive all events, but
it will be able to subscribe as long as at least one replica is
reachable. Replicas need to support a reconciliation protocol when they re-join after a network partition.
RNs exchange advertisements: In this scheme, the
replicas exchange advertisements. This is more scalable
than the previous scheme when the number of subscriptions
exceeds the number of advertisements in the system.

4.4. Implementation
We have developed a Java-based implementation of Hermes, consisting of classes for event brokers, event sources,
and event sinks. The communication between the components takes place by passing XML-defined messages.
We have decided to adopt the XML Schema specification [24] for defining message formats and event types.
XML Schema is an expressive language with a rich type
system and user-defined data types. The event type model
provided can then be mapped into any other programming
language like Java or C++. We support a mapping between XML Schema and Java that hides the complexity
of XML messages from the event client. Events appear to
be Java objects and are transparently translated into XML
messages using Java’s structural reflection. The current
implementation supports the type- and attribute-based publish/subscribe approach with filtering.

5. Related Work
In this section, we compare our work to a number of
ongoing efforts in the area of publish/subscribe and event
dissemination systems. Hermes can be seen as a result of
the lessons learnt from the Cambridge Event Architecture (CEA) [2, 19]. The CEA provides event sources, event
sinks, and event mediators to decouple sources from sinks.
Direct source-sink notification is provided over a standard
middleware like CORBA. We have experimented with expressing strongly-typed events in a language-independent
way by defining them in the Object Definition Language
(ODL) [10, 1]. A persistent event service that stores ODLdefined events in an object-oriented database and a composite event detector have been implemented. However, event
mediators cannot be linked in an arbitrary topology, essentially limiting the scalability of the architecture.
Siena [8, 6] is a distributed content-based pub/sub system consisting of a network of event brokers. It focuses on
the trade-off between scalability and expressiveness. Hermes uses the same distributed filtering algorithm to propagate events on the reverse paths of previous subscriptions. However, Siena relies on a global broadcast operation
to disseminate advertisements through the entire network,
which limits its scalability. It does not support the notion of
an event type, and does not provide any other middleware
services. The network of brokers is not able to cope with
failures because of the static logical topology.
A Java-based implementation of an event service is
JEDI [12, 11]. It consists of active objects, which behave
like event sources and sinks, and event dispatchers, which
are similar to event brokers. Although its routing algorithm
is comparable to our approach, as event dissemination trees
are created dynamically after electing a group leader, the

group leader must perform a global broadcast to all other
event dispatchers to announce its presence. Every event dispatcher must have knowledge of all group leaders, which is
not scalable. JEDI supports disconnect and re-connect operations that allow mobile event clients to migrate from one
event dispatcher to another. Event types, fault-tolerance and
further middleware services are not supported, and the system is tied to a single programming language.
In [5], an architecture for a global event-based notification service called Herald is proposed. It is a general
framework that only provides a topic-based pub/sub service
on the Internet using publishers, subscribers and rendezvous
points. Any middleware functionality such as content-based
filtering, event types, naming, composite events, etc. is supposed to be provided by application-level services. Faulttolerance based on replicating rendezvous points is suggested, but no algorithm for keeping consistent state between replicas is described.
Two topic-based event dissemination systems built on
top of an overlay routing network are Bayeux [27] and
Scribe [22]. Both use rendezvous nodes that are created
by routing a message to the topic identifier. No contentbased filtering of topic content is supported, but rendezvous
nodes can be replicated for fault-tolerance. Another limitation lies in the fact that all the event publications must be
sent via the rendezvous node which can become a bottleneck. Hermes extends these systems and provides a typeand attribute-based pub/sub service.
The term type-based publish/subscribe was first introduced in [17, 15]. That work attempts to give an event
type model that cleanly integrates with the type model of an
object-oriented programming language. Events are treated
as first-class (Java) objects, and subscribers specify the class
of objects they are willing to receive. No attribute-based filtering is supported, as this would break encapsulation principles. Instead, arbitrary methods can be called on the event
object to provide a filtering condition. Although such an
approach unites publish/subscribe with object-orientation,
an efficient implementation would be difficult since filter
expressions can be arbitrarily complex and thus hard to optimise or distribute. We feel that a large-scale distributed
system benefits from expressing subscriptions based on attribute values, as this allows information interest to be expressed at a finer granularity.

6. Conclusion
Large-scale distributed systems have different requirements from systems developed in a single local-area network. The complexity of designing and building these systems must be reduced by using an appropriate middleware.
It turns out that loosely-coupled event-based communication has strong advantages compared to a tightly-coupled

invocation-based paradigm. In this paper, we have presented the design of Hermes, a distributed event-based middleware. We feel that Hermes addresses many of the issues by focusing on clean programming language integration without sacrificing scalability or efficiency. Type- and
attribute-based publish/subscribe gives an intuitive model
for using an event-based middleware by first specifying the
type and then filtering within the event attributes. The proposed fault-tolerance mechanisms can be transparent to distributed application programmers, but make the system robust on a global scale on which link or node failures are unavoidable. The abstraction of an overlay routing layer helps
to hide some of the routing complexity and enables Hermes
to scale to a large number of event clients and brokers.
To obtain performance and scalability figures, we are
currently working on a full implementation of Hermes
within a simulator. In addition, we are investigating ways of
dynamically changing the overlay network topology in response to the distribution of subscriptions, advertisements,
and events. Future work will include the provision of more
middleware services like composite event detection, persistent events, access control, transactions, and support for mobile event clients with partial connectivity.
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